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GMP Focus - 2019 in review
2019 saw lots of research published on the use of glycomacropeptide (GMP) in phenylketonuria (PKU).
Here we present some of the highlights from 2019 and late 2018;

GMP in PKU - General
A poster by Pena et al presented at both the SSIEM and ESPKU conferences, consolidated the emergence of GMP-based
protein substitutes as a mainstream dietary management option in PKU. Their systematic review of published data shows
that GMP-based products have similar efficacy to their amino acid-based predecessors in adults although more careful
management is needed in children.
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This data complements the Daly et al paper from earlier in 2019: Glycomacropeptide: long-term use and impact on blood
phenylalanine, growth and nutritional status in children with PKU. This is currently the only study to evaluate a GMP-based
protein substitute (PKU sphere®) long term in children and adults.
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GMP in PKU - Adults returning to diet
It is well known that a significant proportion of adults with PKU struggle to consume their prescribed amount of protein
substitute. Many are completely non-adherent. GMP could have an important role to play in both promoting greater
adherence and indeed facilitating a return to diet for completely non-adherent individuals with PKU. This paper concludes
that these individuals who are less adherent to the diet prefer GMP-based protein substitutes over amino acid-based ones.
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Ellerton and colleagues presented the following poster at the British Inherited Metabolic Disease Group (BIMDG)
conference in June. 17 of 22 patients seeking face-to-face dietary education, with the purpose of returning to diet, opted
for a GMP-based protein substitute, having tried a range of available products. Excluding the 6 pregnant patients, 9 of the
11 patients who did actually return to diet chose a GMP-based protein substitute.
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GMP in Maternal PKU (mPKU)
A basic requirement for successful pregnancy in PKU is tight control of Phe levels, which is particularly challenging in early
pregnancy when Phe tolerance is very low. In this context, it is understandable that many centres have been guarded
in their use of GMP-based products in mPKU. However, there is growing evidence of successful usage of GMP-based
products in mPKU. The following poster was presented at both BIMDG and SSIEM, and shows the growing evidence of
successful usage of GMP-based products, in this case PKU sphere, in mPKU.
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GMP and bone health in PKU
A poster presented at both SSIEM and ESPKU showed that, in individuals who are adherent with consuming the prescribed
quantity of protein substitute, bone health is comparable with the general population – regardless of whether that protein
substitute is based on amino acids or GMP.
That said, we know many individuals struggle to consume the prescribed quantity of amino acid-based protein substitutes,
which may lead to sub-optimal intake of key bone-health nutrients such as calcium and vitamin D. If GMP-based products
boost adherence, they may therefore have benefits for bone health.
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GMP and breath odour in PKU
Anecdotally, patients sometimes report experiencing ‘amino acid breath’ after consuming an amino acid-based protein
substitute. A poster presented at the SSIEM and ESPKU which is now a full publication, looked at this issue and whether
GMP-based products made a difference. It found that both types of products produce distinctive breath VOC* profiles
but that the profiles are short-lived (no more than 30 minutes) and can be easily dissipated. However, patients generally
preferred ‘GMP breath’ to ‘amino acid’ breath.
For individuals who feel particularly self-conscious about ‘amino acid breath’, GMP-based products may be preferred.
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*VOC = Volatile organic compounds

PKU sphere is a food for special medical purposes and must be used under medical supervision.
This document is intended for healthcare professionals only.
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